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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Deimplementing overused health interventions is essential to maximizing quality and value while 
minimizing harm, waste, and inefficiencies. Three national guidelines discourage continuous pulse oximetry 
(SpO2) monitoring in children who are not receiving supplemental oxygen, but the guideline-discordant practice 
remains prevalent, making it a prime target for deimplementation. This paper details the statistical analysis plan 
for the Eliminating Monitor Overuse (EMO) SpO2 trial, which compares the effect of two competing deimple-
mentation strategies (unlearning only vs. unlearning plus substitution) on the sustainment of deimplementation 
of SpO2 monitoring in children with bronchiolitis who are in room air. 
Methods: The EMO Trial is a hybrid type 3 effectiveness-deimplementation trial with a longitudinal cluster- 
randomized design, conducted in Pediatric Research in Inpatient Settings Network hospitals. The primary 
outcome is deimplementation sustainment, analyzed as a longitudinal difference-in-differences comparison be-
tween study arms. This analysis will use generalized hierarchical mixed-effects models for longitudinal clustering 
outcomes. Secondary outcomes include the length of hospital stay and oxygen supplementation duration, 
modeled using linear mixed-effects regressions. Using the well-established counterfactual approach, we will also 
perform a mediation analysis of hospital-level mechanistic measures on the association between the deimple-
mentation strategy and the sustainment outcome. 
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Discussion: We anticipate that the EMO Trial will advance the science of deimplementation by providing new 
insights into the processes, mechanisms, and likelihood of sustained practice change using rigorously designed 
deimplementation strategies. This pre-specified statistical analysis plan will mitigate reporting bias and support 
data-driven approaches. 
Trial registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT05132322. Registered on 24 November 2021.   

1. Introduction 

To maximize quality and value and minimize harm, waste, and in-
efficiencies in health care it is essential to deimplement overused in-
terventions [1,2]. The Eliminating Monitor Overuse (EMO) Trial is a 
hybrid type III effectiveness-deimplementation trial [3] with a longitu-
dinal cluster-randomized design, conducted in Pediatric Research in 
Inpatient Settings (PRIS) Network hospitals [4]. Hybrid 
effectiveness-implementation trials combine questions about the effec-
tiveness of interventions with questions about how best to implement or 
deimplement them; type 3 denotes trials in which the emphasis is on 
testing strategies that promote implementation or deimplementation 
while secondarily measuring clinical outcomes [3]. 

The EMO Trial is focused on overuse of pulse oximetry (SpO2) for 
inpatient pediatric treatment of viral bronchiolitis (“bronchiolitis”)—a 
common acute lung disease in children under 2 years old [5–7], which 
leads to over 100,000 hospitalizations annually in the US [8]. Although 
national guidelines now discourage the use of continuous SpO2 moni-
toring in hospitalized children with bronchiolitis who are not receiving 
supplemental oxygen [6,9,10]—recommending that these children 
instead have their oxygen saturation measured intermittently via “spot 
checks”—continuous SpO2 monitoring remains overused in this popu-
lation [11], making it an ideal target for deimplementation. 

Based on Helfrich’s Dual Process Theory-based deimplementation 
framework [12], the EMO trial will compare the effects of an 
unlearning-only strategy vs. an unlearning plus substitution strategy on 
deimplementation of SpO2 monitoring in children with bronchiolitis 
who are in room air (i.e., not requiring supplemental oxygen to maintain 
oxygen saturations) [13]. We hypothesize that routinization (clinicians 
developing new routines supporting practice change) and institution-
alization (the organization embedding practice change into existing 
systems) support the sustainment of practice change [14]. We also hy-
pothesize that unlearning strategies alone are insufficient to promote 
sustained deimplementation compared to a combination of unlearning 
and substitution strategies [13]. Finally, we will examine the effects of 
deimplementation on clinical effectiveness outcomes. Ethics and insti-
tutional approval were obtained from all hospitals supporting recruit-
ment, and the study protocol was published [13]. 

This paper provides a detailed description of the statistical analysis 
plan for the EMO Trial, which has been prepared in accordance with 
published guidelines in the context of statistical analysis plans [15]. The 
main publication of the trial results will adhere to this statistical analysis 
plan as approved by the EMO Trial Steering Committee. 

2. Study design 

The primary objective of the EMO Trial (ClinicalTrials.gov, 
NCT05132322) is to compare the effects of two deimplementation 
strategies on longitudinal hospital-level deimplementation of SpO2 
monitoring in children with bronchiolitis who are in room air. The 
study’s specific aims and hypotheses were previously published [13] 
(for more detail, see Supplemental Material). The three phases of the 
trial are baseline measurement (Phase 1, P1), active deimplementation 
(P2), and sustainment (P3) [13] (Supplemental Fig. 1). Fig. 1 shows the 
hypothesized effect of the deimplementation strategies on overuse, 
assessed by a difference-in-difference comparison between study arms of 
the overuse of continuous SpO2 monitoring at P1 vs. P3. This 
hospital-level deimplementation sustainment will be inferred using 

patient-level continuous SpO2 monitoring data through statistical 
modeling (see Section 5). 

As described in detail previously [13], the trial will be conducted 
within PRIS Network hospitals, and the cluster-randomization will be at 
the hospital level. The patient population includes children aged 2–23 
months old with bronchiolitis who are hospitalized in general 
medical-surgical inpatient units at participating hospitals. Detailed in-
clusion and exclusion criteria for hospitals and patients are described in 
the main protocol publication and Supplemental Fig. 1 [13]. 

3. Methods 

3.1. Deimplementation strategy arm assignment 

All deimplementation strategies are assigned and delivered at the 
hospital level, including educational outreach, audit and feedback, and 
the substitution strategy. The main protocol provides a description of the 
deimplementation strategies in detail [13]. 

3.2. Randomization and blinding 

Eligible hospitals will be randomized to either the unlearning only or 
unlearning + substitution arm, using a covariate-constrained randomi-
zation approach [16] to achieve an optimal balance between arms, as 
previously described [13]. Specifically, we will generate 100,000 of 1:1 
allocation schemes for the hospitals to be randomized, stratified on the 
presence of pre-existing EHR clinical decision support as well as baseline 
overuse rate dichotomized at the median to guarantee balance or ach-
ieve similar distribution between arms for the two variables. We will 
calculate the imbalance metric L2 for each allocation based on the 
hospital type and baseline overuse rate [17]. The final randomization 
scheme will be randomly selected among the top 10% of the randomi-
zation schemes with the smallest imbalance metric. We will use the R 
package “cvcrand” [18] to randomize. In this trial, it is impossible to 

Fig. 1. Hypothesized hospital-level changes in continuous SpO2 monitoring 
overuse across study phases, between trial arms. 
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blind the participating sites, given the nature of the intervention. 

4. Sample size and power estimations 

The power analysis was based on the primary outcome measured at 
the hospital level, i.e., the deimplementation sustainment [13]. This is a 
difference-in-differences comparison between study arms of the overuse 
of continuous SpO2 monitoring at baseline vs. in the sustainment phase. 
Prior to completing a power analysis, we discussed with content experts, 
clinicians, and the EMO Steering Committee to determine that a clini-
cally meaningful difference in the outcome was a 15% point reduction in 
overmonitoring. Sample size and power estimations were previously 
published [13]. Briefly, we estimate that if 24 hospitals (12 per arm) 
complete P2 and P3, we will have 80% power at a significance level of 
0.05 to detect a difference of 16% points [13]. This detectable difference 
is within the range of the pre-specified clinically meaningful difference. 
To account for the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on recruitment 
and follow-ups, our power calculation allows for a high dropout rate of 
37% over the course of the trial (i.e., a reduction from 19 hospitals per 
arm at randomization to 12 hospitals per arm at the time of analysis). A 
two-group comparison of mean change in a repeated measures design 
implemented in Power and Sample Size software (PASS, NCSS, Kays-
ville, UT, USA) was used for the power calculations. 

5. Statistical analysis 

5.1. General analysis principles and considerations 

All analyses will be intention-to-treat, which will include all ran-
domized hospitals, irrespective of dropout or noncompliance to the 
assigned intervention. We will perform a per-protocol analysis as a 
secondary analysis. Estimates of the deimplementation effect with cor-
responding 95% confidence intervals (CIs) and p-values will be reported 
for comparisons between trial arms. A two-sided statistical significance 
level of 0.05 will be used. The Benjamini-Hochberg correction on the p- 
value will be used to adjust the analyses of secondary outcomes for 
multiple testing [19]. All statistical analyses will be performed in Stata 
(StataCorp, College Station, Texas, USA). The outcomes were predefined 
as primary, secondary, and exploratory. This paper only describes the 
primary and secondary outcomes’ statistical analysis plan. 

5.2. Descriptive statistics for baseline characteristics 

Patient demographic and clinical characteristics as well as hospital 
variables will be collected at baseline and in each study phase. Patient- 
level variables will include age, gestational age at delivery, time since 
weaning from supplemental oxygen, presence of an enteral feeding tube, 
and whether data were captured during an overnight shift (to allow for 
possible systematic difference in nurse:patient ratios, differences in 
family presence at the bedside, and local monitoring culture in the 
hospital at nighttime). Hospital-level variables will include the hospital 
type (freestanding children’s hospitals vs. general or community hos-
pitals), presence of pre-existing EHR clinical decision support for bron-
chiolitis, and the standardized overuse rate of continuous pulse oximetry 
[11]. 

Participants’ (i.e., hospital’s) progress through the study will be 
summarized using a flow diagram according to the CONSORT extension 
for cluster randomized trials [20], as diagramed in the previous publi-
cation [13]. Baseline characteristics will be summarized overall and by 
intervention arm using standard descriptive statistics and presented in a 
table. Continuous variables will be summarized using means and stan-
dard deviations or medians and interquartile ranges depending on the 
distribution of data. Categorical variables will be presented as fre-
quencies and percentages. The degree of missingness, if any, will be 
reported. 

5.3. Statistical analysis for primary outcome 

The primary outcome of this study is deimplementation sustainment, 
analyzed as the hospital-level change in the percentage of bronchiolitis 
patients in room air who are continuously SpO2 -monitored across the 3 
study phases. 

5.3.1. Primary model 
We will calculate unadjusted guideline-discordant monitoring per-

centages for each hospital at each study phase, using the denominator of 
all directly observed patients with bronchiolitis who were not receiving 
supplemental oxygen and the numerator of patients who were simul-
taneously receiving continuous SpO2 monitoring. We will evaluate the 
clinical effectiveness of the two deimplementation intervention strate-
gies by analyzing the binary patient-level continuous SpO2 monitoring 
status using the hierarchical generalized linear mixed-effects models 
[21] with logit link for hospital panel data with patients clustered in 
hospitals. The general analysis model will include intervention arm, 
time (i.e., P1, P2, P3), and arm-by-time interaction as fixed effects, 
where the interaction term allows us to assess whether and how much 
the change in deimplementation penetration over the study phases dif-
fers between the arms. We will consider linear spline-based (i.e., 
piecewise) regression [22] in the mixed-effects model to capture any 
potential nonlinear trajectories over time, with the start of P2 and the 
start of P3 being the pre-specified knots of the spline. This model will 
incorporate hospital-specific random effects to account for 
within-hospital correlation due to repeated measure design and the fact 
that patients are clustered within hospitals. Since repeated measures of 
continuous SpO2 monitoring status are permitted as long as they are 
separated by at least 6 h, some patients may contribute more than one 
data point to the study. If this happens, we will employ a two-level 
clustering random effects with patient nested under hospital. For each 
hospital, we will then obtain the post-hoc aggregated hospital-level 
continuous SpO2 monitoring percentage at each study phase with a 
95% CI using ‘margins’ in STATA, as well as the change in the per-
centage between phases (e.g., between P1 and P3) with 95% CI as the 
estimate of deimplementation sustainment, and summarize in a figure 
similar to Fig. 1. 

5.3.2. Covariate adjustment 
To account for patient-level factors that cannot be balanced by the 

site-level randomization process, we will adjust for the same covariates 
used in previous research [11], including patient age, gestational age at 
delivery, time since weaning from supplemental oxygen, presence of an 
enteral feeding tube, and whether data are collected during an overnight 
shift. In addition, we will adjust for the neurological impairment in the 
analyses. 

5.3.3. Moderators 
We hypothesize that some characteristics of hospitals and clinicians 

may moderate or modify the effects of the deimplementation strategy on 
the primary outcome. Potential moderators include hospital imple-
mentation climate and clinician psychological reactance to the dei-
mplementation strategy, which will be collected through 
questionnaires. Select subscales of the Implementation Climate Scale (i. 
e., Focus on Evidence-Based Practice and Recognition for Evidence- 
Based Practice) will help us understand whether hospital clinicians 
and staff perceive that their deimplementation of continuous SpO2 
monitoring is expected, supported, and rewarded [23]; this measure has 
demonstrated criterion-related and predictive validity in prior imple-
mentation studies [24–27]. The psychological reactance scale will assess 
clinicians’ responses to deimplementation messaging: perceptions of 
threats to their freedom, emotional responses, and cognitive responses 
[28–30]. The moderating effects of these variables will be tested sepa-
rately by adding terms for each moderator and its interaction with 
deimplementation strategy to the mixed-effects models for the primary 
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outcome. 

5.4. Mediation analysis for sustainment outcome 

We hypothesize that hospital-level mechanistic measures may 
mediate the effect of the deimplementation strategy on the sustainment 
outcome. We consider two potential mediators which are closely related 
but conceptually distinct processes: routinization and institutionaliza-
tion [14]. Specifically, we will assess these two mediators by distributing 
the Slaghuis Measurement Instrument for Sustainability of Work Prac-
tices [14] to eligible clinical staff at two time points: at baseline 
following randomization (P1) and in the final month of the initial sus-
tainment phase (P2), which is when we would expect the hypothesized 
mediation mechanisms to have occurred. 

The hypothesized mechanism and the relationships linking the 
exposure, mediators, and outcomes are shown conceptually in Supple-
mental Fig. 2, where path ‘a’ represents the effect of the deimple-
mentation strategy on the hospital-level mediators, and path ‘b’ 
represents the effect of the hospital-level mediators on the outcomes, 
adjusted for the exposure effect. Path ‘c’ corresponds to the direct effect 
of the deimplementation strategy on the sustainment outcome, inde-
pendent of the influence of the mediators. We will use the counterfactual 
approach to mediation analysis, sometimes called the causal mediation 
approach, as described by VanderWeele [31], Muthén and Asparouhov 
[32], and Nguyen et al. [33], and as implemented in Mplus [34]. In this 
approach, the total effect of the deimplementation strategy is parsed into 
direct and indirect effects by estimating two simultaneous regressions 
and combining the parameters from these models using counterfactually 
defined formulas. In the first regression, the path ‘a’ will be modeled 
using linear regression at the hospital level, with the mediator at P2 as 
the dependent variable and the deimplementation strategy assignment 
as the independent variable. To improve the plausibility of the under-
lying model assumptions [35], this model will control for the 
hospital-level P1 mediator variable and hospital outcome rate from P1. 
Per the unbiased estimate of Nguyen et al. [33], path ‘b’ will be esti-
mated using a probit regression model with robust standard errors to 
account for the clustering of patients within hospitals. In this model, the 
patient-level binary outcome at P3 will be the dependent variable, and 
the P2 hospital indirect, direct, and total effects will be obtained on the 
probability scale, conditional on the mean-centered values of the control 
variables, using counterfactually-defined formulas described by Van-
derWeele [35] and Muthen et al. [34]. 

5.5. Statistical analysis for secondary outcomes 

We plan to collect two secondary clinical outcomes among the 
enrolled bronchiolitis patients (measured in hours): length of hospital 
stay and oxygen supplementation duration. We will investigate the ef-
fect of hospital-level deimplementation penetration for each study phase 
(baseline, active deimplementation, and sustainment) on these clinical 
outcomes. For the two clinical outcomes, we will consider data trans-
formation in order to meet the normality assumption for regression 
analysis, e.g., logarithm or square-root, depending on the distribution of 
the data. We will use linear mixed-effects regressions to model the two 
outcomes with the hospital-level deimplementation penetration at each 
study phase as fixed effects. We will also incorporate hospital-specific 
random effects to account for patients clustering within hospitals. 

5.6. Safety and adverse events 

The overall PIs, Site PIs, Medical Monitors, and the Data and Safety 
Monitoring Board will oversee the safety of bronchiolitis patients at the 
unit and institutional levels. Adverse event (AE) data will be collected 
through the study and classified as serious adverse events (SAE) and 
other adverse events (Other AE). The process of conducting proactive 
surveillance for adverse events is outlined in the protocol publication 

[13]. 

5.7. Interim analyses 

Planned interim analyses will occur prior to each meeting of the Data 
and Safety Monitoring Board (DSMB). Therefore, we will conduct these 
analyses prior to trial launch, after P1, after P2, and after P3. Interim 
analyses will summarize participant baseline characteristics, overuse 
proportions/penetration, equity of overuse, clinical outcomes, and 
safety data overall, by intervention arm (with investigators blinded to 
arm), and by site when necessary. The results of the blinded-by-arm 
analysis and the pooled analysis will be presented to the study team. 
Access to the unblinded interim data and results will be limited to the 
DSMB members and statisticians performing the analysis. Following the 
unblinded review of the safety data, the DSMB will make a recommen-
dation to either (1) allow the study to continue according to protocol, (2) 
allow the study to continue with modifications to the protocol, or (3) 
discontinue the study in accordance with good medical practice. 

5.8. Missing data 

Overall, we anticipate minimal missing data for the outcomes, given 
that the repeated measure of the outcomes in this study is at the hospital- 
rather than patient-level. The study procedures involve data entry forms 
that enforce data entry with required fields, training of site research 
staff, and independent remote data monitoring by the Data Coordinating 
Center (DCC). The DCC will contact site investigators to retrieve any 
missing data values. Although we do not expect many hospitals to drop 
out, we anticipate that the primary cause of missing data will be hospital 
withdrawal during P2 or P3. We will perform descriptive analysis on 
these hospitals and compare them with hospitals continuing in the 
study. Analyses for primary and secondary outcomes will be based on 
participants for whom outcome data are available (i.e., available case 
analysis). Thus, no imputation will be performed for the primary 
outcome analyses. 

5.9. Sensitivity analysis 

If randomized hospitals drop out of the trial at any point, one or more 
study phase may have sparse or completely missing data, preventing 
measurement of their performance in the active deimplementation and/ 
or the sustainment phase. If many (e.g., 6 or more in one arm) hospitals 
drop out, this could threaten the interpretability of the trial results. To 
estimate the potential ways that hospital dropout could impact the trial 
results, we will first examine the percentiles of sustainment (i.e., percent 
overuse in P3 minus percent overuse in P1, divided by the percent 
overuse in P1) in the hospitals that complete P2 and P3. We will then 
conduct the following sensitivity analyses: (1) assume the hospitals with 
incomplete P2 and P3 data performed similarly to the hospitals with 
poor sustainment (20th percentile), (2) assume the hospitals with 
incomplete P2 and P3 data performed similarly to the hospitals with 
average sustainment (50th percentile), and (3) assume the hospitals 
with incomplete P2 and P3 data performed similarly to the hospitals 
with the best sustainment (80th percentile). We will then simulate the 
effect of each of these scenarios on the overall trial outcome in a mixed- 
effects model [36]. 

6. Discussion 

We designed a hybrid type III effectiveness-deimplementation trial 
with a longitudinal cluster-randomized design to compare two dei-
mplementation strategies on the sustainment of deimplementation of 
SpO2 monitoring in children with bronchiolitis who are in room air. The 
limitations of the trial design have been discussed previously in detail 
[13]. 

This work provided details on the statistical analysis methods for our 
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prespecified primary and secondary outcomes and moderation and 
mediation analyses. Specifically, the proposed statistical models will 
analyze the patient-level data, allowing us to adjust for both patient- and 
hospital-specific covariates. More importantly, we will be able to answer 
the key ‘sustainment’ question in our specific aims by calculating the 
aggregated hospital-level continuous SpO2 monitoring rate at each study 
phase for each hospital. This analysis approach may inform the audience 
interested in conducting similar cluster-randomized trials with the 
outcome(s) defined at the institutional/cluster level. 

We anticipate that the EMO SpO2 trial will advance the science of 
deimplementation by providing new insights from a pediatric research 
network into the processes, mechanisms, costs, and sustainment of 
rigorously designed deimplementation strategies. 
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